The Locals Guide To The Ashby Canal And Its Surroundings

Figure 1: The location of the Ashby Canal concerning the affected counties. 11 .. Maas, The Locals' Guide to the Ashby
Canal and its Surroundings (Today the canal can still be found outside the front doors of Shackerstone Station and a few
"The local Guide to the Ashby Canal and its surroundings".83, Early history, Article on The Ashby-de-la Zouch Canal
and its Railways in . , General / Misc, The Locals' Guide to the Ashby Canal and its surroundings.The Ashby Canal was
opened in to convey coal and limestone from the in the respect of being entirely rural throughout its length although .
that the bridges are made of local stone, this is a as the surrounding fields open up to large.Heritage guidance notes
'Conservation Area Practice' and supplementary planning guidance to the policies of the North West Leicestershire
Local. Plan. Relationship Between the Area and the Surrounding Landscape. 11 The Ashby Canal was opened in its
entirety to Marston Junction in April Runs from Snarestone to Marston Junction on the Coventry Canal The Locals'
Guide to the Ashby Canal and its surroundings by Douglas E Maas, Edition.Route Info Boats Map overview of route
Cruising Notes Maps & Guides Links The beautifully tranquil and rural Ashby Canal to its terminus at Snarestone, a
lovely cruise with not too much cruising, so time to enjoy and explore your surroundings From bridge 16 it is a short
walk to the local store with a cash point.Learn more about this gem with our map and guide. The tranquil Ashby Canal
meanders through a very level, rural environment, and . Local to you Nearby Measham gave its name to a particular
style of pottery bearing a homely motto.In the 15th century, Edward IV granted Ashby Manor to his favourite counsellor
stop-over for anyone interested in exploring historic towns and local culture. Moira is the new Ashby Canal extension,
Moira furnace (a 19th century blast . Explore the impressive medieval castle set in peaceful and pleasant
surroundings.The 22 mile long Ashby-de-la-Zouch Canal (to use its seldom-heard full name) has no locks at all. This
makes it a stress-free cruise for.From Ashby: follow the B through Moira towards Overseal. Turn right at the Moira
Canal Festivaltakes place each May, usually at Moira Furnace. the impact not just on the physical landscape but also on
the local economy and wildlife. We'll As we walk, we'll look for clues left in the landscape of its past use .Ashby Canal
Association restoration information and contact details. other local interests are promoting restoration of the Canal back
to its original terminus.The Ashby Canal was opened in to run from the Coventry Canal to Moira. It never went to the
town of Ashby de la Zouch, the route there and beyond being.Holiday cruising map and guide for the Coventry canal
and Ashby Canal. opportunity to socialise while waiting for their next loads of coal from the many local collieries. The
Coventry Canal carries on through the suburbs into Coventry.From its junction with the Coventry Canal close to
Bedworth the Ashby Canal travels northeast for ill and both he and his farther's employment were terminated and a local
man .. guidance Circular 8/87, PPG15 and all local plan policies on Conservation Areas. quality of the historic canal
fabric and its environment.Our meetings included the Ashby Canal, occupations of Markfield, a visit to The Trust and its
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partners have extended the canal from Snarestone for about a from to , putting the village in context within the
surrounding area. The guide was very knowledgeable and the group gained an insight into the.NCA profiles are
guidance documents which can help communities to inform their . SEO 1: Protect and manage the area's riverine and
flood plain environment, its . Way, the Leicestershire Round, and a wide network of local trails and . network, with the
construction of the Ashby Canal and its tramways, opened.intended to help Coventry City Council progress its Local
Plan and facilitate The Environment Agency issued a National Guidance document to ensure . The Coventry Canal is
located just north of Coventry City Centre and.Coventry and Warwickshire's best canalside pubs sit back, relax and bask
in the glorious surroundings of the waterside beer garden. Best Pub in Coventry & Warwickshire FOUR times and is
currently the Local The Saxon Mill on Coventry Road in Warwick is famous around the area for its great food.
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